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Xavier
This informative and widely-used text is now available in a third edition. Building on the success of previous editions, it
continues to provide a clear and accessible introduction to the complexities of political ideologies. The latest edition of
Political Ideologies: introduces and considers the future of all the most widely studied ideologies: liberalism; conservatism;
socialism; democracy; nationalism; fascism; ecologism and feminism sets each ideology clearly within its historical and
political context includes a new final chapter that examines the impact of recent theoretical developments of ideologies and
charts the challenges that they face in the twenty-first century has been fully revised and up-dated and provides an
annotated guide for further reading.

Blue Love
"I let my inhibitions go, and they fell in the wrong place. I didn't know he would be my unraveling. I didn't know he was
twenty-five." A single mother often lives by certain rules, and Angela Petrov has made certain to adhere to hers: Mom first,
career second, and no man will meet her child unless they will be in her life long-term. However, with her daughter now in
college, the company she has worked at for over a decade facing major changes, and no lover in sight, Angela's life has lost
all its carefully construed and configured organization. When news that the annual, employee, Labor Day party in the
Hamptons will still be held, Angela tries to bail out. However, her best friend and coworker, Autumn, convinces her
otherwise. Turns out that, while attempting to enjoy the elite Hampton nightlife with her coworkers, she meets a muchyounger, tall, dark, and sexy man who offers her an escape for the long weekend. So, throwing caution to the ocean breeze,
she accepts his offer of a true time-out in life, focusing only on time between the sheets with no strings attached. What
happens when you allow yourself to let go of life's stresses, release inhibitions, and embrace desire? You chase regret. "An
exceptionally written novel about a woman with a neglected but golden heart an a man who deserves it. I loved this book
for so many reasons, for the message, for the heart, the swoon, but if i had to sum it up in one word, Bass. This book is not
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just one of my favorites of 2018 but one of my all time favorites." - Kate Stewart- USA Today Best Selling Author of Drive
"Cinq a Sept is the romance independent women everywhere have been aching for. Bold, sexy and intriguing, MJ Fields
brings her ultimate A-game in this beautiful love story filled with swoon and heat."- Jessica Ruben Author of Rising (Vincent
and Eve)

Jailbait
This is the conclusion fo Jase and Carly's story. Tattooed bad boy Jase declared his love for Carly. But they will have to
decide if love is enough, or if their relationship is only based on inescapable attraction. Do they have what it takes to make
it to forever?

Morrison
Highly emotional, erotic, sensitive story of second chances at life, and love. Emma a single mother to seven year old
London finds herself separated and on the verge of divorce. She is not looking for love just a happy life and the ability to
take care of her daughter. Emma is faced with making the decision to move in order for her to move giving her the ability to
support her family. While London is on a visit with her father, Emma visits a college room mate, a publicist in New York City
she literally runs into Brody Hines, a British rock star. Emma finds herself attracted to him immediately and does not realize
who he is. Left in fates hands the two meet again and he knows he has to have her.

Paige
New Adult, College Romance. In book two of the "Love" series, Tessa and Lucas have decided it best to be friends. But is it
possible when they share a love as deep as theirs? Follow Luke as he tries to be the man he realized he wanted to become
when he fell in love with Tessa. Follow Tessa as tries to stay strong for herself and Lucas through loss, life, and new love.

Twelve Years a Slave
An overwhelming, 'PLEASE GIVE US MORE STEEL!' is being answered with a big old, 'HELL YEAH!' If you've read the box set
including, Jase, Jase and Carly, Cyrus, Zandor, Xavier, and Forever Steel, you'll be happy to see their stories continue. This
quick, yet satisfying little read, will tame your craving for the Steel brothers you met at their family's tattoo shop, Forever
Steel, in April, 2013. Last we left off, Jase and Carly had brought their child into the world. But wait, Cyrus and Tara are
expecting twins. And Xavier and Taelyn are expecting too. Nothing's ever easy for the Steel brothers, but these men aren't
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just hot as sin, they're deep, loyal as hell, and in love with the women they will fight to protect and satisfy for the rest of
their lives. Could love, marriage, and children be the end to the hot, steamy, and explosive sex for the four hottest, pierced,
inked, bad boy brothers on the Jersey Shore? In this novella, we get a taste, not a tease, of all four of your favorite, fully
fleshed out Men of Steel style. It's still hard and wild. It's still one hell of a ride. It's still, Forever Steel, baby.

Raising Steel
Living by my father's rules has never been easy. Who does he think he is anyway? Jase Steel has broken every rule he tries
to make me live by.The Four Ds:No Dating (Thanks to Carly and Momma Joe, that was nixed at sixteen.)No Drinking (Shots
of Jack at prom.) No Drugs (College frat party and a bear-shaped bong named Smokey.)The last one though, that last D,
ruined my virgin skin, my relationship with my father, and changed my whole life.No DecoratingI should have listened to
him but I didn't.Tag -- I'm it.

Tagged Steel
A long time ago I was young and naive. I thought I could save the world. I thought that protecting those around me from
hurt and pain was what I was born to do. She made me feel that way. Ava Links, the little girl who was too fucking stubborn
for her own good. The little girl who absorbed the hurt and pain of everyone around her and tried to bring sunshine to them
all. The little girl who didn't give a damn if people picked on her about wearing a crown and tutu every day. A little girl who
somehow looked at me, expecting-no, damn near demanding-I protect her. I saw the pain she hid, and as I grew older, I
understood that pain. The pain of being so much to so many that there is really never a "you." I took control of my life I had
to get away from everyone who pulled at me in order to claim myself. When I became the man I was destined to be, I began
to live. Then, one drunken night, Ava Links, no longer a little girl, said the right damn thing to me, and everything changed.
After seven years of fucking her while home on leave with no expectations, now my life is out of control One bad dream,
one I love you, one night of pushing her the hell out of my life, one drummer stealing her heart, and one explosion took
everything away. Lies are told. Lies are unraveling. Lies are going to destroy. These are my truths.

Jase
From USA Today Bestselling author, MJ Fields, comes a gripping story of love and it's many truths. Once upon a time, Luke
Lane loved a little, stubborn, delusional girl, and that little girl was me. My fairytale happy ever after always included my
black-haired, blue-eyed, knight in shining armor, and that knight was Luke Lane. Then I grew up and convinced myself that
it wasn't a fairytale after all. It was Fate. I twisted Fate to make her story come to life, but Fate fought back, and now I am
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looking at a man I still love, but he doesn't feel the same. I have to walk away. Not just for me, but for him. And not for the
version of him who broke my heart, but for the version who was truly a knight in shining armor to the little girl I was, so
many fairy tales ago.

Wrapped in Silk
Betrayed by life After falling in love with her bodyguard, Italian socialite Valentina Segretti, believed she no longer had to
carry her secrets alone. That his love saved her. Then, in the blink of an eye, he left her, leaving her more alone and
vulnerable than ever. Betrayed by love What Franco Protettore left behind became her reasons to live. Pregnant with twins,
Valentina had no choice but to protect his children the way he should have been there to do.Empowered by women Former
party girl and fashion icon to lifestyle blogger, socialite to single mom, Valentina is followed by over a hundred thousand
intrigued fans. When love threatens to destroy her again, will she fight for it or strap on her stilettos and walk away?

Sabato
In Engines of Innovation, Holden Thorp and Buck Goldstein make the case for the pivotal role of research universities as
agents of societal change. They argue that universities must use their vast intellectual and financial resources to confront
global challenges such as climate change, extreme poverty, childhood diseases, and an impending worldwide shortage of
clean water. They provide not only an urgent call to action but also a practical guide for our nation's leading institutions to
make the most of the opportunities available to be major players in solving the world's biggest problems. A preface and a
new chapter by the authors address recent developments, including innovative licensing strategies, developments in online
education, and the value of arts and sciences in an entrepreneurial society.

27 Lies
Book 1 in the Men of Steel series Jase Steel is a twenty two year old hot tattooed and pierced bad boy who works at his
family's tattoo shop FOREVER STEEL with his brothers. His good looks will tempt anyone to walk on the wild side and that's
exactly where he wants to be. But his interest is immediately peeked when he meets Carly, his best friend's cousin. And
even though his friend will not approve, Jase can't help himself. After tricking Carly to "fake date" him, he realizes that there
is so much more to the beautiful girl, as the situations that surround Carly at all times are hysterical, yet heart warming.
Jase falls hard and fast for her, but some painful secrets from his past may keep him away until it's too late.

The Acharnians
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Branded Steel
When Lucas Links finds out his wife has been cheating on him his world is rocked. Ashley, his wife, blames him for her
nearly five year affair with Senator Robert Robertson. Ashley says she has lived for twenty years knowing her husband is in
love with his high school sweetheart Tessa Ross. Tessa Ross Abrahams, husband Collin, was murdered in an attempt to
save their daughters life. She grieved silently. She wanted to show her grown children that she was alright and that even
after a devastating loss life can go on. Secretly it was something she doubted. When Lucas lends his support will the
passion they once shared resurface? Can Tessa forgive the sins of the past and take a chance on the boy who once
shattered her heart? Their strong sexual desires makes ignoring each other difficult but maybe comfort can be found in
each others armsand beds.

Love You Anyways
Twenty three year old Xavier is out to prove his independence to his brothers and Momma Joe. Needing a change Xavier
Steel decided to plant his feet in the Jersey sand and start a production company allowing him the ability to re acquaint
himself with his true passion in life and make a living doing what he loved, playing and creating music. Taelyn Patrick is
offered an opportunity to make much needed extra money. The hours would be grueling, but she doesn't care. She needs
the money to help her fiance' Daniel. Daniel and Taelyn had lived together and went to the same college when he was
accepted into the medical program at Harvard. Together they made the decision to live separately until Taelyn finished her
internship and graduated from college. They had looked at several apartments near Harvard together and fell in love with
one. Supporting two households would be a huge financial burden but they knew the apartment would be gone if they
waited until she graduated; when they would reunited and again live together. Taelyn was offered an opportunity she could
not afford to turn down. She wasn't looking forward to helping a spoiled kid start a production company that she was sure
would fail. She was less enthusiastic when his mother, her boss, asked that she be available at all times. Josephina
explained that she was worried about woman taking advantage of her son financially and damage his kind heart. Can
Xavier curb his sexual appetite and become a responsible young man? Or will he find himself in bed with women who will do
whatever they have to for there own financial gain?"

Sad Love
How far would you go to protect your reputation and your honour? When war hero Colonel Tariq joins the intelligence
service, his rise to the top seems assured. But during his first case investigating an alleged murder by a CIA agent, a
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diplomatic crisis erupts and angy mobs take to the streets. Tariq is instructed to do anything he can to end the crisis. As his
professional ambition and private life collide, Tariq must make a life changing decision that will have far reaching
consequences for the future of his family and his country. Set in a world of espionage and secret agents, Aamina Ahmad’s
play is a compelling political thriller about surviving in a world of deceit and violence.

Engines of Innovation
Book 4 in the Men of Steel series Cyrus is the oldest of the Steel brothers. Strong, independent and damaged by love. He
likes his life just the way it is. Or so he thinks. When he meets beautiful and sexy Tara, he is smitten immediately. He
begins to peruse her for a good time, but as he discovers Tara's situation, his alpha male protective instinct kicks into
overdrive. Tara is child of the foster care system that can't remember ever being loved and feeling safe. She is being
mistreated, tricked and exploited by her boyfriend, Tony. A man who just wishes to possess and use her. Cyrus saves Tara
from Tony and the riffraff he is involved with, giving her asylum at his home as he generously works things out for her. But
as they spend more time together Cyrus' barrier and his three-times-only-with-no-strings-Rule disintegrates. But Cyrus had
hurt and disillusioned. He does not like being vulnerable, feeling things that he wants to hold on to, he retaliates and takes
the easy road back to status quo. Will Cyrus realize that he has a great thing, and that this love will not hurt him again in
time to win her back? Or will he loose her forever?

Cyrus
Zandor Steel had spent the better part of the past year in Italy helping to oversee the building of a posh casino resort. A
playground for the rich and famous. After hearing about what had been going on at home, he knew he must return to help
his brothers remember who they were. Jase and Cyrus the oldest of the Steel brothers had been his mentors. They taught
him to never get attached, and to know the difference between physical needs and the heart. Now he was racing home in
hopes that he could stop yet another one of his brothers from making a mistake. Little did he know he was going to come
face to face with a beautiful Southern Bell, Bekah George, who would challenge everything he thought he desired. Zandor
knew his expectations in the bedroom were not for the faint of heart. He had spent a year living out his sexual fantasies. As
he gets to know Bekah, he sees in her the same raw untamed heat that burned within him. But this strong, sexual, woman
he is falling for turns out to be a bit broken. He needs to decide if he wants to go back to the lifestyle he had been enjoying,
or if he has he fallen too deep?

Jase and Carly
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The sizzling-hot Caldwell Brothers series—perfect for readers of J. S. Scott and Emma Chase—hits the Vegas strip as a badboy gambler from Detroit Rock City shows a single mom what it means to play for keeps. For Morrison Caldwell, life is a
game of chance. A high roller with a legendary poker face, he’s the wild card of the family, always chasing the next thrill
and never staying put for long. The one place that always lures him back is Las Vegas, with its hot tables and even hotter
women. He’s perfectly content to live his life as a series of one-night stands. But when a parking lot confrontation with a
cocktail waitress takes a naughty turn, she leaves Morrison aching for another round. After a long losing streak in Sin City,
Hailey Poe is ready to get lucky. A steamy tryst with a cocky, mysterious stranger is the kind of no-strings encounter she’s
been craving . . . until Morrison Caldwell asks for more than she’s willing to offer. But when Hailey’s controlling, soon-to-be
ex-husband tries to take her daughter away, she can’t afford to turn down a helping hand. In this winner-takes-all game,
Morrison is gambling with Hailey’s life—and her heart. Praise for Morrison “MJ Fields and Chelsea Camaron really know how
to steam things up—with sizzling romance, pulse-pounding excitement, and bad boy heroes to die for!”—New York Times
bestselling author Tracy Wolff “MJ Fields and Chelsea Camaron’s Caldwell brothers are addictive. If you’re a fan of dominant
alpha bad boys with hearts of gold, don’t miss this series!”—New York Times bestselling author Virna DePaul “With a sexy
bad boy, insanely hot chemistry, and heart-melting romance, Morrison has it all!”—Stacey Kennedy, USA Today bestselling
author of the Club Sin series “Sexy and gritty, with all the feels.”—Stina Lindenblatt, author of This One Moment “I loved
this book! I never wanted the story to end. Morrison is most certainly an alpha male; he does not take no for an answer. But
he is also a softy. I love the nicknames that he gives the ones he loves. I cannot wait to read about Jagger!”—NightWolf
Book Blog “Oh my god, what a book! I loved this one even more than Hendrix’s book.”—Kimmie Sue’s Book Review “I am so
enjoying this series and love the collaboration of Chelsea and MJ. They do a good job telling a wonderful story and keeping
you right there with all the characters.”—Twinsie Talk Book Reviews “I really did love watching Morrison fall in love with not
only Hailey but her little girl. It was really beautiful to see such a tough guy becoming putty in her hands.”—Escape N Books
“I loved this story and will be waiting for the next one. Highly recommend for readers who enjoy a strong couple who simply
belong together whether they’re ready to see that yet or not.”—Keeper Bookshelf Includes a special message from the
editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

Family
"How I would like to catch the world / at pure idea," writes Jorie Graham, for whom a bird may be an alphabet, and flight an
arc. Whatever the occasion--and her work offers a rich profusion of them--the poems reach to where possession is not
within us, where new names are needed and meaning enlarged. Hence, what she sees reminds her of what is missing, and
what she knows suggests what she cannot. From any event, she arcs bravely into the farthest reaches of mind. Fast readers
will have trouble, but so what. To the good reader afraid of complexity, I would offer the clear trust that must bond us to
such signal poems as (simply to cite three appearing in a row) "Mother's Sewing Box," "For My Father Looking for My
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Uncle," and "The Chicory Comes Out Late August in Umbria." Finally, the poet's words again: ". . . you get / just what you
want" and (just before that), "Just as / from time to time / we need to seize again / the whole language / in search of / better
desires."--Marvin Bell

Memphis Black
A sexy romance from USA Today bestselling author MJ Fields. Four horrible break-ups. Being overlooked for promotion after
promotion. On a whim, she quits life in America and heads to Italy for a much needed break. One drunken dinner with
friends at a swanky members only club, Paige sets her eyes on two empty thrones set on a stage and decides she no longer
dreams of becoming a marketing executive, she wants to be Queen. Empowered by her new found freedom. Empowered by
the women in her circle of friends. Empowered by her choice to not be walked all over by men and their false promises. She
is determined to be on top of her world, crown and all. This story contains all the panty-melting sexiness and raw alpha
hotness that MJ Fields books are known for. Advance praise for Paigeand Vincent *winks* 5 Stars Like any other book by MJ
Fields I find myself so enthralled in the story that I'm sorry it's over. I can never get enough of her writing style or her
characters - Wicked Tales of Racy Reads 5 Stars Freakin Vincent! I mean Jase, Sabato and Gage are all my favs
#foreversteel. But Vincent just sprinted into the lead. Who better to handle a stubborn Viking Princess than an even more
stubborn and bossy Italian Prince? - Obsessive Reading Disorder 5 Stars Their journey is fun, sexy, and passionate. Their
story is so good and had me turning the pages until I was done reading (in one day mind you). I could not put it down. MJ
Fields has a gift. I'm always drawn in while reading her books. This book is no exception. - BooksRAGirlsBF 5 Stars Fanfreaking-tastic!!! I loved it! Honestly couldn't stop reading it. I read it on the treadmill, while blow drying my hair, while
cooking I couldn't put my Kindle away. When I wasn't reading I was thinking about. The story was addicting! I absolutely
adored Paige she was strong, she was a bad#ss but she was also a bit broken and it made me love her!! Vincent Holy
Hotness! Alpha perfection!! - Tammi 5 Stars I am loving this series; these women are amazing. I loved that Paige didn't let
anyone walk all over her, also she never backed down from what she wanted and didn't give up. Vincent was the most
alpha male I have read in a while. He never backed down from his determination to get Paige.- Cat's Guilty Pleasure 5 Stars
F'ng SWOON! Vincent has just become one of my absolute favorites. I LOVED this book so hard. Great story. Hot AF naughty
bits. Will never get enough #foreversteel- Between The Lines Book Blog

Stained
What happens at De La Porte’s annual Labor Day weekend party in the Hamptons— never stays in the Hamptons. After my
marriage to my high school sweetheart ended, I made a list of all the things I “desired” the next time around. After all,
marrying for love had failed me. One year single, and I had all the love I needed in an amazing career and great new friends
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— the ex got the old ones in the divorce. I was only lacking in one department … Hot, passionate sex -Taller than me -Fit,
bulging, biteable arms -Six-pack abs -Suit and tie -Chiseled features -Tattoos -Gentleman on the streets, freak between the
sheets -Oral AF -Smells delicious -Gives me chills -Can buy the occasional meal out -Not an employee of De La Porte That’s
it. That’s all I wanted. Easy, huh? WRONG! Have you ever tried online dating? Shit. Show. No one’s honest or up front, and
when you are, they slither back into the dark hole they momentarily climbed out of to rub one out. Standing at the bar with
my best friend, the weekend of our annual Hamptons company getaway, a man who checked all my boxes magically
appeared. I will admit it was the best weekend of my life … Until I found out he was still in college … and that his father was
on the board of trustees.

Valentina
Blue Love Tessa Ross tries to fight her attraction to bad boy Lucas Links. He is hot, arrogant, and has a sexual past that
most boys his age could only dream of, (If they even knew they could dream of such things). Lucas, the star quarterback
seems to have it all, super star athletic abilities, expensive clothes, cars, and women who literally stop just to watch him
walk by. On the outside he appears to have it all. Tessa is a young woman who lives her life always doing what is right to
make everyone else happy. She tries desperately to hold herself accountable to the demanding expectations of her family
and everyone around her. Is Tessa as innocent as she appears? Is Lucas just a spoiled young man who seems to have what
every male, and female wants? A troubled home life exposed. Past flings fight for his attention. While the only girl who
Lucas ever dated connives to win him back using the only thing she knew held him to begin with. Does her desperation
destroy a love he never knew existed before Tessa? A love bound not by his past or hidden secrets. A love of truth and
depth. A love that knew no end regardless of tragic circumstance. Blue Love is not your typical love story. It is a journey
through your past or a story of one close to you. It's our story.

The Dishonoured
Book three in the "Love" series. Love had not been easy for Tessa Ross and Lucas Links. In book three of MJ Fields Love
series we follow Tessa and Luke through there college years. Will they get back together or is enough finally enough?

Cinq a
Bella
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Living by my father's rules has never been easy. Who does he think he is anyway? Jase Steel has broken every rule he tries
to make me live by.The Four Ds:No Dating (Thanks to Carly and Momma Joe, that was nixed at sixteen.)No Drinking (Shots
of Jack at prom.) No Drugs (College frat party and a bear-shaped bong named Smokey.)The last one though, that last D,
ruined my virgin skin, my relationship with my father, and changed my whole life.No DecoratingI should have listened to
him ? but I didn't.Tag - I'm it.

Billboard
Life on the Jersey Shore has been quiet as of late. All four Steel men have fallen for the women of their dreams and have
become the men Momma Joe knew they would be one day. Jase and Carly are anxiously awaiting the birth of their son, who
seems to be as stubborn as Jase, and the rest of the Steel men. At two weeks over due and unable to sleep, Carly finishes
one of the books she is reading with her virtual book club. This hot new read, coupled with her already raging pregnancy
hormones, wreaks havoc with Carly's libido. She wakes her husband up by playing with one of his piercings. One thing leads
to another when something completely unexpected happens, something that would only happen to a girl like Carly. You are
invited to a shower-of sorts, and a wedding, and well-all kinds of the Steel hotness you have come to expect. Which Steel
man melts your panties? Jase? Cyrus? Zandor? Xavier? Oh hell it doesn't matter, you'll get a little hot Steel from each one
all wrapped up in this one short, yet satisfying novella. Forever Steel

Jase
***USA Today Bestseller, MJ Fields, brings you a hot new romance novel*** la fame. Sabato Efisto is a cursed man. Born
from sin, raised in revenge, he's made a name for himself doling out pleasure and punishment in the lush Italian Riviera. io
brucio. When the sins of his father come to rest on his shoulders, Sabato trades his privileged-but dangerous-life as the son
of a mafia kingpin for the untested-but willing-shores of New Jersey. Acquiring a sex club called Steelettos is only the first
phase in his plan to seduce and tame his new American landscape. Phase two involves finding a woman who can meet
hisvery singular, and definitely less-than-legal needs. io conquisto. Enter Melyssa Chance, a sassy southern law student who
is as untested as they come. From the first glance, Melyssa knows that the sexy Italian is going to leave a mark on her
reputationand maybe a few other parts of her, while he's at it. But what she doesn't know is why she somehow caught his
eye in return, what he really wants from her, and how far he's willing to go to get it. che consumo

New Love
We don’t always choose who we fall in love with. It just so happened that I fell in love over a box of crayons and a smile.
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Growing up, it was always the three of us: Elijah Donahue, with his genius IQ and a smile he only shared with me. Our best
friend, Aaron Esposito, with his crystal-blue eyes and a smile he shared with everyone. And me, Stella McCarty, the girl with
the chapped lips and unruly hair. Then we grew apart, which is putting it mildly. I felt the loss, though my heart belonged to
Elijah and his to me. When my father passed away, we grew back together again. I couldn’t have gotten through that time if
not for the both of them. But then, when I graduated from college and moved back home from London, it became obvious
that I had been oblivious to the fact that they had never stopped hating one another. Elijah and Aaron’s hate for one
another had apparently been hindered by their love for me. Only, I didn’t know that they both loved me in the same way.
And I wished I never did. Love isn’t supposed to feel like this. It isn’t supposed to hurt.

The Baby Name Countdown
*** From USA Today Bestselling author MJ Fields*** From bedroom performances to center stage, Memphis Black's dreams
have come true. Together with his band mates-Finn, River, and Billy B-he takes some time for fun in the sun in Miami while
gathering inspiration to finish their first full-length album. Some down time before hitting the road to tour the country,
spreading their kind of rock like an STD. Tallia Priest, a preacher's daughter grew up next door to Madison Black, her polar
opposite and very best friend. Tallia has harbored a crush on Madison's older brother Memphis for a lifetime. A boy like him
would never notice a girl like her, yet he did once. After a tough freshman year of college, Madison invites Tallia to join her
in Miami for a much needed break. Madison fails to mention they will be staying with 'Steel Total Destruction.' When Tallia
arrives, there is no way for a stunned Memphis to miss the transformation of the once awkward, innocent girl next door.
Forbidden desires must be hidden, lines cannot be blurred, and no one can ever know. Will the heat in Miami tempt them
even further? Will buried secrets destroy lives? Can a broken heart ever be mended? It's all fun and games until someone
gets rocked.

Dominic
Okay. Harken to my tale. Once upon a time (a couple of years ago) there were these brothers who had a bunch of really
successful podcasts, and they decided to do a new podcast with their dad, where they all played D&D together as a family,
and lo, this new podcast was called The Adventure Zone, and verily did it get downloaded over 10 million times, and wow
did it totally eat the brains of all who listened, because: It was just. That. Rad. AND THEN did these guys team up with artist
Carey Pietsch, and make a graphic novel where the weirdly sweet and brilliant but also super SUPER vulgar and honestly
kind of bizarre story of The Adventure Zone got adapted into a goofy, innovative, and compelling graphic novel! Let no man
deny that it was the best idea ever, right? Reader, we're publishing it.
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Couture Love
A classic, the baby name countdown (over 120,000 copies sold) is now fully revised and updated for the first time in a
decade. Featuring more names than any other guide and based on more than 2.5 million birth records, the book includes
brand-new data, a new introduction, a revised section on the most popular baby names of the past year and decade, and
updated popularity ratings throughout. Discover at a glance the most popular given names from each decade of the 20th
and 21st centuries, meanings and origins of the 3,000 top names, and thousands of rare and exotic monikers. Whether your
taste in names is trendy, traditional, or international, The Baby Name Countdown is the ideal resource for every parent
searching for the perfect name.

Hybrids of Plants and of Ghosts
After nearly sixteen years in hell, Maddox finally rises from the ashes. Held captive since birth he never knew normal until
the day he watched as two men opened fire on the place he had merely existing since birth. He watched as the woman who
visited sporadically throughout his life, a woman he later found out was his mother, as shot dead as he was dragged into
the back of a black car by Brody Hines, British Rock Star. Brody's own twisted past brought him to discover a son he never
knew existed.. As a child Maddox took comfort in reading. It was his escape. His only glimpse at what life and love could be.
The world he entered was something he could have never imagined. It was full of beauty and madness, yet still overflowing
with hope and love. Maddox Hines is a beautiful young man who was labeled by his school, and the world as emotionally
disturbed, having Stockholm syndrome, separation anxiety and possibly being bipolar. His loving family knows better. In
part one of Stained, we watch as Maddox tries to do the right thing only to be beaten down by the true dregs of societies.
Provoked, taunted, and his past exposed, Maddox lashes out the only way he knows how, physically In part two, Maddox
must flee the country to avoid being arrested, separating the family he loves. Returning to England, bringing his nightmares
even closer to him. Maddox tries in vain throughout the next three years to accept the repeated loss of Harper Abrahams.
His one true friend, his first kiss, his secret muse, and the girl who held his heart from the very first time he saw her. He
pushes her away knowing she deserves better, that he is not good enough for her, and that he could never be. Nothing can
stop his desire for her, his need for her, and when he cannot take it anymore he brings her back into his life only to realize
she is no longer his and his alone. Maddox falls into the only comfort and escape he knows now, sex, drugs, and rock and
roll. Maddox becomes his own worst enemy as he pushes away his new life bringing back the past.

The Adventure Zone: Here There Be Gerblins
Josephina Steel has been alone for years. Her husband and father of her children, Jase, Cyrus, Zandor, and Xavier, died in a
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horrible accident when the family was already going through rough times. Through hard work, love and loyalty in
abundance, her sons are the men she and Jonathan, always knew they could be. Does true love only come once in a
lifetimeor can we rise up and love again?

Hearts So Big
USA TODAY BESTSELLER • Full of swagger and sensuality, the Caldwell Brothers series—perfect for fans of Katy Evans and
Emma Chase—packs an emotional punch as the last bachelor standing fights for a woman who’s worth every ounce of
trouble. Jagger Caldwell is no one’s hero. With a reputation for busting heads and breaking hearts on the underground MMA
circuit, he lives for easy cash and easier women. But when he stumbles upon an all-too-familiar scene, painful memories
awaken Jagger’s sensitive side and compel him to act. As a kid, he stood by helplessly as his old man beat his mom. Now,
Jagger won’t let seventeen-year-old Tatiana Rand suffer the same fate. Nothing matters except saving her. Tatiana is a
prisoner in her own home, at the mercy of her violent father—until an unlikely savior bursts through her door and into her
life. Six-feet-plus of tattooed muscle and raw power, Jagger is no prince charming—but Tatiana stopped believing in fairy
tales long ago. Despite their differences in age and, well, everything else, the sexy bad boy sparks a fire that Tatiana never
knew she had—and desires that only Jagger can quench. Praise for Jagger “The youngest of the Caldwell brothers packs a
good punch! In this fast-paced story, Jagger falls for the girl cowering in the corner—and claims his legacy along the
way.”—New York Times bestselling author Heidi McLaughlin “The Caldwell brothers never disappoint. Jagger will fight for
your heart and win it a thousand times over!”—Stacey Kennedy, USA Today bestselling author of the Club Sin series
“Heartwarming and humorous, Jagger gives us the modern-day hero everyone needs.”—Ryan Michele, author of Ravage Me
“Chelsea Camaron and MJ Fields find that cool mix between beauty and beast with Jagger. He was born to be a fighter, and
Tatiana needs him in her corner.”—S. M. Donaldson, author of the Game Time series “The word flow of these books is so
good and melodic. . . . The drama, when looked at in the context of the whole story, fits in with the general tone the story
sets.”—The Romance Factor “Jagger brought me to my knees emotionally and had me falling hard for three of the sexiest
heroes and the strong women who make them better men.”—Rochelle’s Reviews “A successful final installment . . . [Jagger
Caldwell is] probably my favorite of the three.”—Carlene Inspired “I absolutely love this series about the Caldwell Brothers. I
couldn’t wait to read Jagger’s story.”—She Hearts Books (4 hearts) “I found Jagger to be an excellent conclusion to the story
(and I still loved the overlap from the other books, seeing scenes in Jagger’s and Totty’s eyes), and found Baby Caldwell to
have just as much emotional capacity as his brothers.”—Mignon Mykel Reviews “Thank you, Chelsea and MJ, for this
wonderful series about fighting for a better life.”—Ripe for Reader “What a wonderful finish to this series. The Caldwell
Brothers are not to be missed. I have read each book in this series and I have enjoyed each one in its own way.”—DRC
Promotions Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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Forever Family
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

27 Truths
The Italian, seductive, quiet alpha, Dominic Segretti, is leaving Livorno, Italy and headed for the Jersey Shore. His family's
business is in danger of crumbling under the management of a man who tormented and grossly underestimated his
investment in a business he grew up loving, and the hatred of a man who made his life hell for thirteen years. He has been
quietly waiting for the right moment to bring Benito Deluca to his knees. He comes to the US, armed with enough evidence
to prove his case to, Josephine Steel, his aunt, and his cousins, Cyrus, Jase, Zandor, and Xavier. The night before he plans to
tell them of the corruption that could cause the demise of DeLuca INC, he decides to take a night to de-stress. He plans a
night of relaxation and enjoyment for himself at the Hilton Casino on the shore. Delaney Johnson is starting over after a
break-up and graduating college. She has landed the job of her dreams in NYC. Arrangements had been made to stay with
her best friend, Nikki Bassett, and her fiance', Abe O'Donnell. Feeling that her luck has suddenly changed, she stops to play
a few slots, just for fun. She finds herself winning big, and gains an admirer. One hot night of uninhibited sex with a
stranger takes her places she never knew she could go. Dominic sees something in her, something familiar, something
undeniable. Will this one hot night turn into many, or will the Beast's plans crush any hope of them exploring their future?"

Jagger
"I'm no one's idea of a savior, Jailbait."Creed Hayes wasn't looking for redemption or a happily ever after, and he sure as
hell wasn't looking to save a girl that tempted him beyond all reason. Sloan Spencer was trouble with a capital T. Too
young, too innocent, and too damn beautiful. She was also alone and damn near defenseless except for the kitten claws she
somehow thought would save her.Taking her home to the club is a cluster waiting to happen, I know it, and she knows it,
but I can't stop myself. Our fates were sealed the second I saw the bruises covering her body. She's mine now and God help
anyone who tries to take her from me.Warning: Violence, language, and possible triggers.If you love outlaws who live by
their own code and will do anything to protect the women in their lives, you'll love the bad boys of Southern Rebel MC.Each
book is a full-length standalone with recurring characters and all books are set in the Southern Rebel MC world.

Zandor
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Now a major motion picture nominated for nine Academy Awards. Narrative of Solomon Northup, a Citizen of New-York,
Kidnapped in Washington City in 1841, and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by Solomon Northup is a memoir of a
black man who was born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into slavery and kept in bondage for 12 years in
Louisiana before the American Civil War. He provided details of slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as describing at
length cotton cultivation on major plantations in Louisiana.

Political Ideologies
I don't play by the rules. I'm wild. Pierced. Tatted from head to toe. People say I'm a bad boy, but what's so bad about
wanting to have a good time? Straight up, I don't really care what you, or anyone else thinks about it. There's this blonde
chick who has had my eye for awhile. Her name is Carly. She's HOT, but innocent. I'm going for it. I'm going to make her
bow to the prince. In true Steel style. Forever Steel, baby.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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